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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10079-10098
SECRET 121938Z

PRIORITY DIR INFO NEXT CITE UAVE 8949

12 Dec 53 IN 79397

RYBAT GPFloor PRRKREN

REF A UAVE 8696 NOT SENT HEXI (WN 75-902)

B DIR 87746 NOT SENT HEXI

C UAVE 8736 NOT SENT HEXI (WN 76-755)

1. JENTONS RETURNED UAVE 12 DEC. IN ADDITION TO COMHO CHANNEL

OUTLINED PARA 3 REF C. JENTONS ALSO INCLUDED IN HIS LETTER TO USSTAR

SUGGESTION THAT UNSTAR COULD ALSO SEND NAME OF SOURCE AND OTHER

DETAILS VITA NIBUT POUCH TO NHIIT-3 IN NEXI. IF UNSTAR FELT

SPECIAL LETTER VIA NAESAU INSECURE OR SLOW. UNSTAR SHOULD ASK

NHIIT-3 PASS LETTER PERSONAL TO JENTONS.

2. RE-REP 3 PARA 1. ASSURE UNSTAR QUESTIONED NIEITO ON ALLEGED

DALLAS CONTACTS. ALSO REP 1 REPORTED ONLY THAT NIEITO COULD GIVE

INFO ON DALLAS CONTACTS.

SECRET

C/3 Commander: According to UNSTAR (2) Field Office requested previously concerned with persistence of investigation into President Kornay's annexes and

with possible revelations that could result.

GOODIVY (2) proving for direct access to source, which of course was possible.

C/3 JENTONS (1) queried MRB. UNSTAR (2) at length, but admitted she has no

further knowledge.
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